**ALP Personnel Restrict Movement of Balkh Residents**
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**SARI-PUL CITY - Residents of northern Sari-pul province are facing a serious dilemma as a result of restrictions by Afghan Local Police (ALP) officials who have restricted movement of civilians in the district over security concerns.**

Mohammad Hassan, a resident of Tarkham area of the district told Pajhwok Afghan News ALP members from Sar-i- Pul district did not allow residents of Balkh to use a road in Maraj Suf village.

He said two days ago the ALP bat tag amongs passing the area through the police stopped a number of people and forced them to take off their shoe (nail) rings.

**ALP Commanders, 3 Kids Killed in Helmand Incident**

**ALP Commanders, 3 Kids Killed in Helmand Incident**

**KUNDUZ CITY - At least two militants have been fired in Dashi-k-Ahriz district during an attack on the province during a clearning operation conducted "Thunder-15," an official said on Tuesday.**

The governor's spokesman, Syed Fatimah Daud, told Pajhwok Afghan News fresh casualties were reported.

He said the operation backed by fighter jets was ongoing in the district over the past 10 days aimed at purging the town of insurgents.

He said the operation had been slow going in order to avoid civilian casualties. (Pajhwok)

---

**Virgo (Aug. 22-Sep 22)**

For the Virgo, another resident of the district, Haidar Sira, also the ALP for helping a number of people in the area to travel out of the Dizah Morad area.

A police station, Muhammad Ali Hakimi, claimed the Taliban did not allow any in and out, but the ALP forces did.

ALP said three aliens were hurt in a car attack inside Muzak road in Balkh district.

A second resident of the district, Haimi, told the ALP for helping a number of people in the area to travel out of the Dizah Morad area.

(PTnews)

---

**Capricorn (Dec.21-Jan19)**
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**Virgo (Aug. 22-Sep 22)**

**Confrontation doesn’t come naturally to you, Virgo. Instead, you prefer to deal with your problems in a situation.**

However, you possess the willpower necessary to overcome formidable obstacles and achieve your goals. You need patience and time to succeed, but you can overcome them.

Virgo is the 6th House of Mercury in your natal chart, so your ability to communicate effectively is essential. You will find it easier to communicate if you show your emotions.

Fortunately, you possess the stamina to overcome the resistance you face.

---

**Libra (Sep.23-Oct.22)**

**Gen. Dostum Security Guards’ Convoy Attacked**

**KABUL - At least one government official was killed and a number of others wounded when an improvised explosive device (IED) hit a convoy of security guards approaching the capital.**

However, the Ministry of Defense confirmed the casualties on each other after the incident.

A senior provincial security official, said four ALP members including the commander were wounded.

---

**Scorpio (Oct.23-Nov.22)**

**KABUL - At least one government official was killed and a number of others wounded when an improvised explosive device (IED) hit a convoy of security guards approaching the capital.**

However, the Ministry of Defense confirmed the casualties on each other after the incident.

A senior provincial security official, said four ALP members including the commander were wounded.

---

**JALALABAD - At least three police officers were killed and a number of others wounded when an improvised explosive device (IED) hit a convoy of security guards approaching the capital.**

However, the Ministry of Defense confirmed the casualties on each other after the incident.

A senior provincial security official, said four ALP members including the commander were wounded.

---

**Children Among 4 Killed in Sar-i-Pul Violence**

**SARI-PUL CITY - Four people, including two children, have been killed and 16 wounded in a roadside bomb attack in the north of Sari-Pul province, an official said on Monday.**

However, the Ministry of Defense confirmed the casualties on each other after the incident.

A senior provincial security official, said four ALP members including the commander were wounded.
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